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Light microscope 
Distilled water in a dropping bottle 
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Pre-lab Preparation 

Prior to conducting the exercise, you must first prepare the evidence for the students to 

analyze. Prepare the suspect fingerprint identification sheets by seeking the assistance 
of four colleagues. Using the ink pad, have them place their fingerprints in the proper 
place, one volunteer for each suspect. To do this, have each volunteer roll their fingertip 
over the ink pad, covering as much of the fingertip as possible with ink. Once the tip of 
the finger is inked, have the volunteer gently roll the tip, left to right, in the proper place 
for that finger on the suspect fingerprint identification sheet. Be sure they include each 
finger on both hands. Also, decide who the guilty party will be. Have this volunteer also 

create several fingerprints at random on each of the acetate sheets (without ink). The 

acetate sheets serve to simulate the window of the biology lab. 

Label the bags containing the four hair samples with each suspect's name. Depending 

on who you decided the guilty suspect will be, remove some of the hair from that sample 
bag and place in a separate bag. Label this bag "Crime Scene". 

Using a small piece of tape, label each of the four markers with a suspect's name. Using 
the marker with the guilty party's name, write the following on a piece of white paper: 

"I have liberated these frogs in the name of the Frog Liberation Front. Any attempt to 
obtain more frogs will only have the same results!" 

You may wish to have another colleague do this to avoid the possibility of students 
recognizing your handwriting. 

Set up three stations, one each for fingerprint, hair, and ink analysis. 
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